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Prog ress

Science serves its readers as a forum' for
the presentation and discussion of important issues related to the advancement of
science, including the presentation of minority or conflicting points of view, rather
than by publishing only material on which
a consensus has been reached. Accordingly,
all articles published in Science-including
editorials, news and comment, and book
reviews-are signed and reflect the individual views of the authors and not official
points of view adopted by the AAAS or
the institutions with which the authors are
affiliated.

For many years air pollution steadily grew more severe. Photochemi4ical smog of the type so prevalent in Los Angeles was noted with
increa sing frequency in many states. In some metropolitan areas such
Ne w York a different kind of pollution problem arose from interaction
is involving particulate matter and S02. Primary sources of S02
are cc)al and residual oil, both of which often have a sulfur content
higher than 2 percent.
Durring November 1966 an unusual weather condition led to very
heav
.
Y pollution around New York City. Excessive morbidity and mortality weere attributed to the episode. At the urging of Mayor Lindsay
the m ajor local electric power utility, Consolidated Edison, agreed to
limit the sulfur content of the fuel it burned. Beginning in October
the utility started to use residual oil having a sulfur content of no
than 1 percent. A federally sponsored abatement council recomed that by October 1969 the sulfur content of fuel oil for space
g should be limited to 0.37 percent. However, it was realized
ufficient fuel oil with this low sulfur content would not be availn time. The deadline was accordingly abandoned, but a new one
e set soon.
ndards in neighboring New Jersey are more definite. By May
no fuel oil conta'ining more than 1.0 percent of sulfur may be
ased for use, and the allowable content drops to 0.3 percent by
;ober 1971. The new standards will have sizable economic consees. Unless desulfurization of flue gas becomes fairly cheap and efe, the use of oil in New York will be curtailed. The cleaner fuel
ill be more expensive, and the oil companies will be forced to
new refining facilities costing hundreds of millions of dollars.
efforts of the mayor and his pollution control administration
been successful in eliciting the cooperation of other large con,s of fuel besides Consolidated Edison. As a result S02 emissions
w York City have already fallen by 25 percent.
other major area in which progress has been made is that of the
)I of emissions from automobiles. The principal pollutants from this
are hydrocarbons, CO, and NO. A complex interaction between
ht, the hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides leads to photochemical
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toward Abatement of Air Pollution

as

J. K. Patterson has said,* "The unwonted automotive emissions
the inevitable result of the gasoline engine combustion process."
sombustion of gasoline to form CO2 + H2O can be carried out,
automobile, to give very little CO and unburned hydrocarbons.
ver, "the simplest, lowest cost, most foolproof way of providing
[e engine performance is to supply a little more fuel
. under
operating modes than would be necessary if the engine combustion
ions were ideal." The automobile manufacturers, under federal
Ire, have been finding ways to improve combustion efficiency and
to suppress the emission of hydrocarbons. Thus the vehicle of 1960,
emission was subject to control, emitted an exhaust containing 3.5
it of CO and 900 parts of hydrocarbons per million. The 1968
[s must meet standards of no more than 1.5 percent of CO and
arts of hydrocarbons per million.
he momentum for abatement of pollution is to be maintained, the
must continue to demand improvements. However, where signifprogress is being made, the pollution control agencies and the com, involved merit more recognition and commendation than they
received thus far.-PHILIP H. ABELSON
A

.

.

* J. K. Patterson, "Progress in Conserving the Air," address
presented 9 March 1968 in
Houston, Texas, before the National Wildlife Federation. Dr. Patterson is Coordinator for
Conservation Technology, Esso Research & Engineering Company.

